Retroviruses as mutagens: insertion and excision of a nontransforming provirus alter expression of a resident transforming provirus.
Integration of retroviral DNA appears to occur randomly in host genomes, suggesting that retroviruses can act as insertion mutagens. We have confirmed this prediction by showing that the nontransforming retrovirus, Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MuLV), can insert its provirus within the selectable target provided by a single provirus in a clonal rat cell line (B31) transformed by Rous sarcoma virus (RSV). Analysis of over 60 morphological revertants of M-MuLV-superinfected B31 cells revealed two lines with inserts of M-MuLV proviruses within the RSV provirus but outside the transforming gene of RSV (src), at sites 0.6 and 4.0 kb from the 5' end. The inserts did not inactivate initiation of RSV RNA synthesis but did affect elongation or processing, or both, generating species with the 5' end of RSV RNA linked to sequences that presumably derive from the inserted M-MuLV DNA. In one mutant line, most of the insert was excised at low frequency, apparently by homologous recombination between repeated sequences at the ends of M-MuLV DNA. After excision, RSV src mRNA was present in normal amounts, and the cells resumed a transformed appearance. In at least four independent lines, large portions of the left end of the RSV provirus (from 1 to 6 kb) and variable amounts of leftward flanking cellular DNA (from 0.5 to 10-15 kb or more) were deleted, without nearby insertions of M-MuLV NA. The deletions removed the putative promoter for synthesis of RSV RNA; in the two cases examined, no RSV RNA was detected. These deletions may represent a second mutational effect of the superinfection by M-MuLV.